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1. Introduction

The precision in estimating the population parameters of a jfinite
population may be increased by using an auxiliary variate X, which
is highly correlated with Y, the character under study. The use of the
ratio estimator is advisable when the line of regression of 7 on Z
passes through the origin. With the knowledge of the intercept made
by the regression line with the Y axis, we can modify the usual ratio
estimator. Considering this Mohanty and Das [1], modified the usual
ratio estimator. In this note, we compare the absolute biases of the
modified ratio estimator and the usual ratio estimator and obtain the

regions in which the modified ratio estimator has less absolute bias
than the usual ratio estimator.

2. Notation and Preliminaries

From the population of size N, we draw a sample of size n, by
the method of simple random sampling without replacement. Let X,
f be the population means and x, y be the sample means for the
respective characteristics. Let A'i's be positive and the sample size
be sufiiciently large. Let Y=v.-\-^X be the line of regression for the
population. Throughout this paper we will take o and P to be
positive.

Let a and b be the estimators of a and P respectively, obtained
through the pilot survey. We take a and b to be positive.

Define the modified auxiliary variate as Xt=X-{-^.
The usual ratio estimator for the population mean is

VR—XX
X
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Then the modified ratio estimator is

Xt

Assuming the terms of second order and higher order to be
negligible we can write, for the bias in yn, as

where

and

we write
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3. Results

It is clear that if B (yt) is positive, then pt has less bias (and
therefore less absolute bias) than pR. We shall see what happens
when B(yt) is negative.

Lemma i. If

(/) B{yt) < 0,

(») Z2-4 ^ Z-4 ^ <0
then y i has less absolute bias than yR.

Proof:

I 5(3Ju) 1 - 1B{yt) I

T)r[f

Now treating
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as a quadratic in we see that if

then yt has less absolute bias than yii.

Lemma 2 : If

(0 B{yt) < 0,

and {Hi) -y does not lie in the closed interval [?i, ^2]

where

P

^'=2f X—A —
3^

then yt has less absolute bias than y/?.

Proof :

I BijR) 1 - I BiVt) I

[i'( [f f.+( 2f-*)
4-Z+
b

2a ^2

> 0,

where h and ^2 are as defined abave.

Hence the lemma.

Theorem : (!) Suppose B(^t) > 0- In this case yt has less
absolute bias than ys.

(//) Suppose Biyt) < 0, In this case yt has less absolute bias
than yR provided,

(0 Z2-4^ Z-4-^ < Oor
P

07) X2-4^Z-4-|2>0and-|-
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does not lie inthe closed interval [?i, ^2] where and ^2 are as defined
in the lemma 2.

- . The proof is quite straightforward with the use of the lemmas
1 and 2.

Summary

Knowledge about the regression line can be utilized to modify
the usual ratio estimator. In this note regions are obtained where
the modified ratio estimator (suggested in [1] ) has less absolute bias
than the usual ratio estimator.
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